Encoding speed of visual features and the occurrence of illusory conjunctions.
Earlier studies have found that people show characteristic errors when asked to observe a rapid stream of events and to name the colour of a certain letter, or the letter in a certain colour. They tend to report the letter or colour from an event later in time than the correct one. This is not true, however, if they are asked to name the colour of a digit amongst letters, without knowing in advance the identity of the digit. There is also some evidence that the errors are symmetric if the location of the target is not known in advance. Three experiments are reported which show that this symmetry results from slow encoding of the colour as compared with the digit. It is still true that uncertainty about target identity does reduce the tendency to see the target in a later than an earlier colour. This effect is, however, superimposed on asymmetries resulting from coding speed, and the effect of uncertainty of location may be due only to this.